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(4) Proactive development of high-efficient, clean and energy-saving power generating equipment

The Group put huge effort in developing clean energy such as hydropower and nuclear power and further 
optimized our product mix, so as to make a greater contribution to social energy conservation and emission 
reduction.

1. The Group actively developed high-efficient clean coal-fire power. Out of the 40 steam turbines 
generators, units with capacity of 600MW class and above accounted for 48% of the output. Out of the 
44 steam turbines for power stations, units with capacity of 600MW class and above accounted for 
56% of the output. Out of the 28 boilers for power stations, units with capacity of 600MW class and 
above accounted for 71% of the output;

2. The Group makes efforts in developing hydropower. Percentage of hydropower products to power 
generating equipment increased to 28%. The Group completed two development projects of 700m 
water head pumped-storage hydroelectricity units in Jixi and Dunhua；

3. The Group promotes safe development of nuclear power, so that nuclear power products accounted for 
6% of the power generating equipment. China’s first AP1000 Evaporator has been completed. Fuqing 
No 3 nuclear main pump has been delivered successfully, and the production capacity of the nuclear 
island main equipment achieved a significant increase；

4. The Group promotes high-efficiency power generating equipment and speed up its technology 
innovation, achieving the common goal of emission reduction and using clean and high-efficient energy 
driven by the energy-saving and high-efficiency products；

5. The Group develops other energy conservation and environmental protection business. We made great 
achievements in various aspects like seawater desalination, solar power generation, desulfation and 
denitrification.

(4) TECHNOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTION

1. Team of technical personnel

As at the end of 2014, the Group had 8,475 professional technicians of different disciplines, of which there were 2 
academics of the Chinese Academy of Engineering, 79 experts entitled to government special subsidies from the 
State Council, 34 doctorate and post-doctorate degree holders, 4 national candidates for the “New Century Talent 
Project”, 4 candidates of the “Introduction Scheme of Overseas High Level Talents (Thousands Scheme)”and 13 
national technical talents.

The Group engaged external experts including academics and renowned experts in the industry to provide external 
support for the development of technological innovation system. The Group continued to enhance the management 
system of the post-doctorate research centre, and attracted 4 post-doctorate degree holders to work in the post-
doctorate research centre of Electric Machinery Company. The first 3 post-doctorate degree holders achieved 
remarkable results and received support and special subsidies from Heilongjiang Province People’s Government, 
while 1 post-doctorate degree holder received subsidies from Science Fund Projects for Young Scholars of the 
National Natural Science Foundation of China.
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2. R&D infrastructure

The Group has 2 national engineering (technology) research centres, namely national engineering research centre 
for power generating equipment and national engineering technology research centre for hydropower generating 
equipment; 1 national key laboratory for hydropower generating equipment, 2 state-level research institutions and 4 
post-doctorate research centres. Furthermore, the Group established an academic research centre for fuel-fired 
generators. The “combustion testing centre”of Boiler Company has completed the construction of additional trial 
platforms for corner fired boilers and cold modeling furnace for opposed firing boilers. Electric Machinery Company 
built the world’s first large-scale water-lubricating thrust bearing trial platform, effectively enhancing the production 
capacity of nuclear main pump. Valve Company jointly built the trial platform for heat performance test of valve with 
China Power Investment, pushing forward the national production of ultra supercritical valves. Design institute for 
nuclear power equipment obtained design certificate for second and third class pressure vessels, and simulation 
design for nuclear class 1 steam generators (SG) simulating parts has commenced as scheduled. The Power 
Equipment Company has completed reports on projects of the National Key Laboratory for Nuclear Main Pump (核
主泵國家重點實驗室 ) and the Nuclear Main Pump Engineering and Technology Research Centre (核主泵工程技術
研究中心 ). The Valve Company applied for and obtained approval for the “valve engineering and technology centre 
at power station in Heilongjiang Province”from Department of Science and Technology of Heilongjiang Province, 
and entered into contracts with Department of Science and Technology of Heilongjiang Province.

3. Intellectual property rights

In 2014, the Group applied for 487 patents, representing an 8.5% year-on-year increase, 185 of which were related 
to inventions. The Group was granted 316 patent authorizations, representing a 34% year-on-year increase, 41 of 
which were related to inventions, representing a 36.7% year-on-year increase. Currently, the Group owns a total of 
1,161 patents, 149 of which are related to inventions.

4. Development of key technology and new products

In 2014, the Group achieved breakthroughs in key technologies and development of new products:

The Group accelerated the promotion of green development of Coal-fired power generation. 2 out of 3 national 
model power stations applied products under “Harbin Electric” brand;

The high-efficient 660 MW ultra-supercritical boiler of Changxin Power Plant (長興電廠 ) successfully passed 168-
hour pilot operation, which set the world record of the highest number of operating generators;

The 800MW unit of Suizhong Power Station (綏中電廠 ) passed 168-hour pilot operation at full capacity, which was 
the first ever successful technology reformation of fuel-fired units with a capacity of over 1,000MW in China;

The Group successfully developed the reaction type and fine-tuned enthalpy drop techniques applicable to steam 
turbine generators, effectively enhancing the performance of both 1,000MW and 600MW class steam turbine 
generators;
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The 4×1100MW ultra supercritical Unit No. 1, which is lignite-fired generator with the largest single-unit capacity in 
China and manufactured by Xinjiang Nonglushi Coal Power Company (新疆農六師煤電公司 ), successfully passed 
168-hour pilot operation and formally commenced commercial production, marking a new milestone of high-
capacity power generating units of power station in China;

The technology achievement of the world-leading 350MW supercritical boiler technology running on Zhundong coal 
created the very first record of boilers running on more than 95% of Xinjiang Zhundong coal in China, generally 
achieving a world leading standard in its technology;

Unit 1 and 2 of Huaneng Tongxiang Gas-Fired Co-generation Project contracted by the Group successively 
completed cycle cogeneration operation at full capacity within one month, which set a record of fuel-fired 
generators of the same class in the industry;

The first prototype of 30MW natural gas compressors completed inspection for acceptance in July 2014, and was 
delivered to Yandun Station of the West to East Pipelines for trial operation. The component processing of the 
second compressor is underway;

China’s first AP1000 evaporator — Sanmen Unit 2 Evaporator completed a test on lateral water pressure in May 
2014, marking a new enhancement on the production capacity of the nuclear island main equipment;

The design and production of 300MW reactor nuclear main pump received national approval for new key products, 
and enjoyed self-developed intellectual property rights, achieving a major breakthrough in manufacturing nuclear 
power main equipment;

Prototype of CAP1400 main pump motor has commenced operation, which would materialize our ability of 
producing self-developed shield generators with high capacity, further enhancing the utility rate of national-made 
materials;

The Group completed the test on class 3 key valve for ultra supercritical fuel-fired generators;

The construction works of the main desalination equipment pilot project for the world’s first ten thousand tons 
class off-grid wind power generating system has fully completed, and successfully finished testing on water 
discharge in March 2014. The generating system has put into full operation.
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(5) SOCIAL PARTICIPATION

1. Responsibility management

The Group is progressively reinforcing its corporate responsibility management by adopting effective measures 
consistently to enhance corporate responsibility awareness. The Group also disclosed relevant information to the 
public continuously while performing its own social responsibilities. The Group endeavoured to achieve its concept 
of “Friendly environment, Warm Home”:

(1) The Group nurtured and gradually incorporated the concept of corporate social responsibilities into different 
areas of production and operation of the corporation. The Group has made significant commitment to electric 
power construction of China for over 60 years. Meanwhile, it also set a model of performing the corporate 
social responsibilities and the standard of its social responsibility management enhancing continuously. The 
new concept of “Friendly environment, Warm Home” introduced by the Group provided principles to support 
the constant progress in performing corporate social responsibilities. The Social Responsibility Committee (社
會 責 任 工 作 委 員 會 ) was established to construct framework for the corporate social responsibility 
management system. Through organic integration of the concept of social responsibilities with corporate 
strategies, corporate culture and corporate operation, the framework became an important way in improving 
the capability of the corporate to perform social responsibilities.

(2) The Group established a fundamental platform for communication with interested parties, which improved 
public image and presence of the corporation. The Group maintained instant communication with interested 
parties through issuing documents such as “Environmental and Social Responsibility Report” and timely 
disclosure of important information, to accomplish its social responsibilities owing to interested parties (such 
as shareholders, employees, users, media and the community) and natural environment. The above effort 
showed dedication of the Group to create “Friendly environment, Warm Home”.

Currently, the Group has 22 leading groups under social-responsibility-related committees participating in 112 
activities of social organisations.
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2. Interested Parties

Table 2 Issues concerning interested parties of the Group and measures implemented

Interested
Parties

Key issues of
interested parties’ concern

Response and measures
of the Company

Shareholders Persistently increasing profitability
Maintaining good credit rating
Enhancing core corporate competitive 
strengths

Disclosing relevant operational information 
regularly;
Convening general meetings regularly

Regulatory bodies Ensuring maintenance and appreciation 
of assets
Following macro-economic control 
policies of the state
Ensuring compliance with laws and 
integrity in operations

Interpreting, publicising and implementing 
state policies and regulations;
Implementing strict risk control and 
assessment;
Achieving strategic operation goals

Government Ensuring tax contributions
Creating job opportunities
Providing guarantee for equipment 
facilitating development of industry in 
China

Paying taxes in accordance with laws;
Providing job placement assistance to 
discharged soldiers and the disabled by 
organising recruitment activities;
Establishing specialised institutions to respond 
to government policies and measures

Users Timely delivery
Good performance of products and 
reliable after-sales services

Conducting satisfaction survey;
Acting on the philosophy of“ Quality Reigns 
Supreme”;
Holding industry forum;
Organizing seminars for users

Suppliers Building a long-term and stable supply 
chain
Realising a win-win situation

Adopting a “sunshine” policy in procurement 
with transparent procurement process;
Conducting review on the suppliers’ 
performance of social responsibilities
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Interested
Parties

Key issues of
interested parties’ concern

Response and measures
of the Company

Employees Fully satisfying labour rights and interests
Fully protecting their personal health and 
safety
Establishing systems for personal 
capability enhancement
Effectively implementing democratic 
management and enforcing democratic 
rights

Providing systematic general body check for 
employees and regular body check on 
occupational diseases;
Standardising the management of employment 
contracts, promoting an equality-based 
corporate culture, setting up a fair recruitment 
system and providing guarantee for employees’ 
remuneration and benefits package;
Providing various types of training programmes 
for staff of different levels and commencing 
technical challenging activities for different 
positions to offer opportunities and platforms 
of advancement for staff;
Convening meetings for representatives from 
the Party and staff and implementing the 
resolutions passed thereat, assigning a 
reception day to safeguard the legal interests 
of the employees

Business partners Exchanging ideas and cooperating 
mutually
Ensuring strategic cooperation
Complementing one another
Sharing information

Signing strategic cooperation framework 
agreements and strategic agreements;
Arranging visits and meetings between senior 
management of both parties;
Holding conferences on specific subjects in the 
industry;
Joining industry associations

Community Supporting economic development and 
social advancement of the local 
community
Supporting charitable activities of the 
community

Supporting construction of the community, 
initiating activities for the community, 
establishing community centers and serving 
the residents of the community
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Interested
Parties

Key issues of
interested parties’ concern

Response and measures
of the Company

Society Participating social activities
Supporting building of a harmonious 
society
Establishing volunteer team and relevant 
works

Employees of the corporate being elected as 
representatives of the Communist Party of 
China, National People’s Congress and Chinese 
People’s Political Consultative Conference;
Actively procuring social responsibilities by 
actively performing social responsibilities in 
associations or organizations of various 
professional fields;
Performing the duties of a founder when 
establishing non-governmental organizations;
Releasing information regarding the 
performance of social responsibilities in a 
timely manner;
Establishing volunteer team to participate in 
community services;
Maintaining national security and social stability

Environment Reinforcing conservation of resources 
and environmental protection
Planning and implementing contingency 
plan for environmental incidents

Promoting self-initiated innovation and 
technology advancement, manufacturing and 
promoting research and development of high 
performance environmentally-friendly cleaning 
products;
Conducting environment assessment for new 
investment projects

Media Supporting the media
Maintaining transparency in information
Maintaining communication with the 
media

Establishing a solid system of spokesman for 
news;
Releasing information through websites of 
members of the Group;
Providing information for the media actively

3. Community Contribution

The Group actively participated in charitable community activities.

In 2014, the Group donated RMB0.2 million to Wenshan in Yunnan to provide focused assistance to the poor; In 
January 2014, Harbin City confronted widespread blood shortage. The Group took an immediate action and 
contributed 1,801 successful blood donation in a total amount of 482,730 mL of blood in 10 days.
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4. Honour and Achievements

“Innovative research and development and the application steel tubes for 600℃ ultra-supercritical thermal power 
generating unit (600℃超超臨界火電機組鋼管創新研製與應用 )” was granted the 1st Class Award of “National 
Science and Technology Progress Awards”, “Research and development and industrial application of ultra-high 
current short circuit power generator (超大電流短路發電機自主研製與工程應用 )” was granted the 2nd Class 
Award of “National Science and Technology Progress Awards”.

“Research and development of excitation device for impulse power generators (衝擊發電機勵磁裝置研製 )” was 
honoured the First Prize of “Science and Technology Progress Award of Chinese Machinery Industry”.

“Research and development of 60 Hertz series air-cooled gas turbine power generator (60赫茲系列空冷汽輪發電機
研製 )” and “Research and development of 940mm end-class moving blades specialised for large-scaled air-cooled 
gas turbines (大型空冷汽輪機專用940mm末級動葉片研製 )” were granted the 2nd Class Award of “Heilongjiang 
Provincial Science and Technology Progress Award”.

Eight outstanding academic achievements from “Key Technology Study on 1000MW ultra-supercritical tower type 
double tangential boilers (1000MV等級超超臨界雙切圓塔式鍋爐關鍵技術研究 )” were granted Natural Science 
Outcome Award in Harbin City.

In April 2014, the Group was honoured the “National May Day Labour Award” Certificate; Guo Yu, the general 
manager of HE International Company, received the “National May Day Labour Award” Medal; and the high-
pressure assembling team of welding section of Cold-work Factory (冷作分廠焊接工段高壓總裝班 ) of the Turbine 
Company was honoured the “National Workers’ Pioneer” title.

In July 2014, Party General Branch of the Cold-work Factory (冷作分廠 ) of the Turbine Company was honoured the 
title of “Advanced Basic-Level Party Organization of Central Enterprise (中央企業先進基層黨組織 )”; Han Jiu-qing 
from the Boiler Company received the title of “Outstanding Communist Party Member of Central Enterprise (中央
企業優秀共產黨員 )”; and Zhang Rui-rong, the secretary of the Party Committee of the Electric Machinery Company 
and Industry Company of the Electric Machinery Company, was granted the title of “Outstanding Communist Party 
Worker of Central Enterprise (中央企業優秀黨務工作者 )”.
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